
DECLARATION OF ORLY
TAITZ

I am an appellant In Taitz: v Obomo, Fenstein, Emken In front of the Fourth District Court of Appeal,

State of California CaseG047746. I have personal knowledge of the facts described below and attest

under the penalty of perjury of the following;

1.    On 06.19.2013 I participated In a rally in front of the u.s. Capitol.

2.   At the rally I met a whistleblower,  who is an employee of the Higher Education Services

Corporation In Albany New York. (Hereinafter HESC)

3.   The whistleblower  advised me that she is seeking to provide to a judge evidence of fraud.

4.   The whistleblower  stated that she personally reviewed financial aid records of Mr. Barack

Obama. She reviewed  the financial aid microfilm, where it stated that Mr. Obama

received financial aid as a foreign student, citizen of Indonesia.

S. Whistleblower stated that usual modus operandi of the Higher Education Services Corporation,

Is not to destroy the records and as of the date of our conversation 06.19.2013 the microfilm of

the record was in the safe of the corporation.

6.   Whistleblower stated that she and several other employees made copies of the aforementioned

foreign student record for Mr. Obama in case someone in the corporation management

decides to destroy the original records.

7.   Whistleblower stated that she made the statement due to the fact that she Is concerned with

fraud committed  by Mr. Obama, as being a citizen of Indonesia he was never legitimate for

the u.s, Presidency.

8.   Whistleblower  provided me and wrote in her own handwriting  her first and last name, her

home and cell phone numbers and her work and personal e-mail addresses.

9.   Whistleblower  stated that she is concerned about retaliation  by Mr. Obama and Obama regime.

10. I did my due diligence and verified that indeed aforementioned whistleblower  is employed

by the Higher Education Services Corporation.

11. I verified that  Mr. Obama indeed transferred from the Occidental college to the Columbia

University in New York, therefore his financial aid would be handled by Albany, New York office.

12. Due to the fact that the whistleblower  is concerned of retaliation.  I am asking the court to allow

to submit her identification  information  under seal and any testimony, if needed by the court,

to be done in camera.

I attest under the penalty perjury that all of the Information  is true and correct to the best of my

knowledge.              

/s/  Or. Orly Taitz.

ESQ Appellant
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